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Introduction 

Several nonlinear growth functions model weight as a function of days of age.  Typically 
these functions are solved by iterative procedures that minimize the residual variance.  The 
residual values (the observed minus predicted live weights) are assumed to be independent with a 
constant variance. 

Growth curves are often fit to serial live weight data typically every 14-21 days from 50 lbs. 
to 250 lbs. live weight.  This serial data usually has underlying relationships or correlations 
amongst the serial live weight observations.  Heavier pigs at birth and weaning usually have a 
competitive advantage and remain heavier than the remaining pigs of the group.  Also, the 
variation amongst the pigs for live weight increases as age increases.  This typical result 
contradicts the assumption that the residual values are independent and are a constant variance at 
each age. 

Also, marketing pigs in a specific live weight range or ending research trials at a specific live 
weight may bias the growth curves.  To avoid discounts for pigs outside the specific pork 
processor’s optimal carcass weight ranges, the fastest growing pigs are marketed early and the 
slowest pigs are marketed later.  By including live weight data after the fastest gaining pigs have 
been marketed, under predicts the true growth rates especially after 200 lbs. live weight 
(Schinckel and DeLange, 1996; Smith et al., 1999). 

The objective of this study was to evaluate the use of a mixed effects version of a commonly 
used live weight growth curve. 

Materials and Methods 

Swine growth data was fit to the Bridge’s function, ( )( ) ite+−= a
t mt-exp1 C WTGAIN  where 

WTGAINt is the expected live weight gain from birth to age t, C is mature weight, m is the 
exponential growth decay constant, a is the kinetic order constant, and eit is the residual weight 
gain for the ith pig at time t.  The eit are assumed to be normally distributed with mean zero and 
variance Var(e). 

The mixed effects model is ( ) ( )( ) itiit ecCWTGAIN +−+= amt-exp1  where ci is the 
random effect for the ith pig.  The ci’s are assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of zero 
and variance Var(c).  This model simply allows the mature weight C to vary amongst the pigs.  

The variance in live weight at a specific age is ( )( ) )Var(mt-exp-1)(Var
2a ec + . The total 

variance at a specific age can be partitioned into the amount caused by the variation between pigs 

( ) ( )( )2
exp1 amtcVar −−  or (Var c/C2)(WTGAINt)2 and the residual variance (Var(e), or variance 

of each pig’s live weights from their predicted values from the mixed model) is assumed to be 
constant.  This model assumes a constant between pig coefficient of variation and predicted as 
[(Var (c))/C2]1/2.  The covariance of serial live weights at two ages (t = 1 and t = 2) can be 
expressed as = (Var (c)/C2) WTGAIN1 

 * WTGAIN2.  These expressions account for the 
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increasing variance in live weight as age increases and greater serial correlations at the later ages 
(greater live weights) than the early ages. 

Data Analysis 

To evaluate the improved fit of the mixed effects model, serial live weight data from 93 pigs 
taken at 54, 68, 82, 96, 110, 124, and 138 days of age were used.  To demonstrate the mixed 
model’s decreased sensitivity to selective sampling, both the traditional fixed and mixed effects 
model were fit to a data set in which the heaviest 15% were removed after 110 days of age and 
the next heaviest pigs removed at 124 days of age.   

The data was analyzed using NLINMIX procedures of SAS.  Since the exponential growth 
decay parameter was close to zero, the model was re-parameterized etmC a +′−− )))exp(exp(1(  
where (m' = log(m)) to help with the convergence of the solution of the nonlinear regression 
parameters and approximate standard errors. 

Results  

Fixed Effects Model 

The parameters estimates are summarized in Table 1.  To demonstrate the violation of 
assumptions, Table 2 summarizes the covariances and correlations (observed minus predicted 
values) among the residuals at different ages.  The residual variance increases over time (main 
diagonal) and the covariances among the sequential residuals increase as the age of the pig 
increases.  The correlations have a distinct pattern.  The correlations between residuals decrease 
as the time span between the observations increase.  The correlations between subsequent 
observations (14 d apart or 28 d apart) are much larger at the later ages than early ages.  This is 
due to the fact that the part-whole relationships between biweekly weights increase as live weight 
increases. 

Mixed Effects Model 

The between pig variability is modeled by varying the mature weight. This builds the 
observed increasing variance and covariance relationships with age directly into the model. The 
mixed model parameter estimates are also presented in Table 1.  The estimates do not change due 
to the fact that the mean of the mixed effects model is the same as the fixed effects and all pigs 
were observed at each age.  The overall variation has partitioned into the within pig variation (i.e., 
VAR e) and the between pig variation (i.e., VAR c).  The approximate standard error for each 
parameter has been significantly reduced, almost halved.   This improvement in precision is also 
apparent when estimating the growth rate at each age.  These estimates and standard errors are 
presented in Table 3.   The difference in standard errors is most noticeable at the older ages as the 
between pig variation increases. 

Selective Sampling 

Another important feature of the mixed effects model is its ability to handle the potential 
bias that comes with the early removal of heavier pigs.  To demonstrate this, the heaviest 15% (14 
pigs) is removed after d 110 and again after d 124 (12 pigs).   Both the fixed and mixed model 
parameter estimates are summarized in Table 4.   The mature weight shifted substantially 
downward using the fixed model but only slightly in the mixed effects model.   In the mixed 
model, because the weights of each pig vary about a pig-specific growth curve, the selective 
sampling does not have a large effect on the average population curve.    
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Discussion 

Accurately characterizing the growth potential for a population of pigs is necessary to 
identify alternative strategies to improve the efficiency and daily nutrients required for swine 
production.  It was shown for these pig, data that simply allowing the mature weight parameter to 
vary, provided an adequate explanation for the increasing variance and serial correlation, and thus 
fit the data much better than the fixed effects model.   

Recently, pork producers have become concerned with quantifying and reducing variation in 
the growth of pigs (Schinckel et al., 1998; Smith et al., 1999).  This version of a mixed model 
produces an increasing variance, a decreasing coefficient of variation, and increasing serial 
correlations amongst sequential live weights as age increases.  These changes in parameters are 
commonly found in pig growth data (King, 1999; Smith et al., 1999).   Stochastic modeling is 
also straightforward within the mixed effects version since only one additional variable (ci) needs 
to be simulated to model the growth of each pig.   

With fixed effects models, any removal of the fast-gaining pigs at marketing or live weight 
in research trials biases the growth curves.  In the past, one option has been to only include data 
prior to the marketing of any animals (Smith et al., 1999).  Producers could purposely not remove 
pigs, however that could create a greater effective stocking density than their normal sequential 
marketing procedures.  The use of the live weight data only up to a mean weight of 240 lbs. 
resulted in large bootstrap standard errors for the predicted growth rates from 210-240 lbs. live 
weight (Schinckel et al., 1998).  The use of a mixed effects model allows the marketing of 
animals sequentially at their ideal market weight range, as normally would be done, and include 
all the live weight data without severely biasing the predicted growth curve parameters. 

It may be important to note that the mixed model uses a maximum likelihood solution versus 
some nonlinear solutions that utilized minimum least-squares.  The parameters C, Var(c), and 
VAR e are the set of values which best describe the relative magnitude of the between pig and 
within pig variation.  If the correlations between the serial live weights are high, indicating that 
the heaviest pigs stay heavier and light pigs lighter, then the ratio of [Var(ci)/(C2] to Var e will be 
high.  This also implies that the use of the individual ci produces a growth curve with only small 
deviations from the pig’s individual growth curve.  The larger the absolute and relative magnitude 
of the Var e, the lower the correlations amongst the serial live weights and greater the deviations 
of each pig’s live weights from it’s individual curve using the ci for that specific pig.  These 
statistics may be used to parameterize both the amount and type of between pig and within pig 
variation that produces the total amount of variation in live weight at any specific age. 

Implications 

Animal growth models have been developed with a goal of optimizing production systems.  
These models require a parameterization of animal growth.  Nonlinear mixed effects models 
allow a more precise evaluation of animal growth functions than the traditional fixed effects 
models.  Mixed effects models can also reduce the impact of potential biases of selective 
sampling and provide an additional parameter that describes animal to animal variation. 
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 Table 1. Parameter Estimates and Approximate Standard Errors for Bridges’ Modela based 
on serial growth data (54, 68, 82, 96, 110, 124, and 136 d) from 93 pigs  

 
Parameter 

 
Estimate 

Approximate 
std. error 

Approximate 
95% confidence limits 

The Fixed Effects Model 
C 369.6 28.3 313.96 425.2 
m′ -10.46 0.18 -10.81 -10.11 
a 2.10 0.06 1.98 2.22 
σ2 117.23 6.51 104.4 130.0 
The Mixed Effects Model 
C 369.5 12.5 344.6 394.3 
m′ -10.46 0.08 -10.63 -10.32 
a 2.10 0.03 2.05 2.15 
Var e 22.02 1.31 19.4 24.6 
Var c 648.7 107.2 435.8 861.5 

The fixed effects version is live weight gain (kg) from birth equals etmC a +′−− )))exp(exp(1( , 
where e is Normal with variance σ2 . The mixed effects model is 

etmC a
i +′−−+ )))exp(exp()(d( 1 , where e is Normal with variance Var (e) and ci; the ith 

pig’s random effect, is Normal with variance (Var c) 
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Table 2. Variances, covariances and correlations of the residuals (lb2 fixed model, 
N=93)a 

Age 54 68 82 96 110 124 138 
54 Cov 9.65 8.65 12.2 13.2 17.6 16.3 22.8 

r  .596 .556 .512 .488 .371 .423 
        68 Cov  21.8 24.6 26.7 35.6 37.9 48.3 
r   .746 .689 .656 .574 .597 
        82 Cov   49.9 51.6 69.3 77.1 95.6 
r    .881 .844 .772 .781 
        96 Cov    68.8 87.9 103.3 123.9 
r     .912 .881 .862 
        110 Cov     135 148.9 183.1 
r      .906 .909 
        124 Cov      200.0 227.2 
r       .927 
        138 Cov       300.4 
r        

a Variances on the diagonal, covariances (COV) and correlations (r) on the off diagonal 
 

 

Table 3. Rate of growth ADG (lb/d), estimates and standard errors a 

Age Estimate Fixed Std Err Mixed Std Err 

54 1.58 .015 .013 
68 1.89 .026 .018 
82 2.11 .031 .019 
96 2.22 .024 .019 
110 2.25 .022 .017 
124 2.19 .044 .024 
138 2.06 .079 .037 
aEstimate based on fixed effects model 
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Table 4. Parameter estimates under serial marketing a  

 
Parameter 

Estimate 
Fixed effects 

 
Mixed effects 

C 302.6 365.2 
m′ -10.64 -10.46 
a 2.20 2.10 
Var (e) 87.5 21.62 
Var (c)  640.2 
aThe fixed effects version is live weight gain (lb) from birth  

equals etmC a +′−− )))exp(exp(1( , where e is Normal with 
variance Var (e). The mixed effects model is 

etmcC a
i +′−−+ )))exp(exp(1)(( , where e is Normal with 

variance Var (e) and ci the ith pig’s random effect, is Normal 
with variance Var (c) 

 
 




